Step-by-Step
Painting a
1/35 scale
Head
The purpose of this short tutorial is to show you how I paint a 1/35 scale head using P3 acrylic paints. These paints are exceptional,
with dense pigmentation and a nice ability to paint thin glazes. The paint names are funny, but the colors are great. This process
generally takes around 30 minutes if you prepare the head, prime it and base coat it ahead of time. Of course, taking your time will
ultimately get you better and smoother results.
Step 1:
I start by priming the head with a black
primer. Then I spray a gray primer from
the top at about a 60 degree angle
to get a map of the highlights and
shadows.
Step 3:
Painting the eyes. I paint
the eye sockets with a mix
of Umbral Umber. Once
dry, I place two small dots
of Menoth White Highlight
in each corner of the eye.

Step 5:
To add some color, I paint the tip
of the nose, behind the nostrils,
and the lower lip with a very
thin glaze of Sanguine Base. Mix
the Sanguine base with a little
Thornwood Green and paint the
dark area between the eyes and
nose. Use this color to also paint
the shadows in the ears, under
the chin and neck, and under the
nose.
Step 7:
I now start to add the high
highlights using Ryn Flesh.
These go oh the high
cheek bones under the
outsides of the eyes, the
tops of the ears, the tops
of the nostrils, the top of
the chin right underneath
the lower lip, and the
lower eye lid. Also a little
lining along the upper lip.

Step 2:
The first application of paint is done with
P3 Iridian Flesh all over the flesh parts of
the head. Next, I use Khardic Flesh and
paint the high areas of the head, such as
the cheek bones, forehead, nose, ears,
and chin. This is not necessarily neatly
done, but the colors are blocked in.
Step 4:
The next step is to do the next
highlights and shadows. I start with
Midlund Flesh ina very thin glaze and
paint the bridge of the nose, the tops
of the nostrils, the chin, the ears, the
forehead, and the tops of the cheek
bones. I will also paint the tops of
the lower eye lids if the sculpting is
good enough. Use a 3/0 brush.
Step 6:
I now start to paint
the hair it’s basic
color of Umbral
Brown. This adds
some definition to
the face and starts
to shape it up. Also
don’t forget the eye
brows.
Step 8:
The cheeks get a little
treatment of the Brown Ink.
This is a nice red brown. Use
a very thin glaze and stipple
it on the cheeks below the
cheek bones. Keep the edges
soft. If the edges are hard,
use the Khardic Flesh in very
thin glazes to stipple the
edges and blend it out.

Step 9:
My next step is to paint sme
5 o’clock shadows and deeper
shadows on the face and the
neck. The deep shadows are
done with a mixture of Sanguine
Base and Thornwood Green. The
5 o’clock shadow is done with a
very think glaze of Thornwood
Green stippled around the beard
and upper lip areas.

Step 10:
I now go ahead and finish off the
hair. The base coat is the Umbral
Brown. The first highlight is
a light dry brish of Gun Corps
Brown on the high areas. Next,
I use a lighter drybrush of
Rucksack Tan to get the high
highlights.

Step 11:
The final step in painting
a 1/35 scale head is
to do some clean up
using very thin glazes
and stippling the edges
where they may be too
hard.

SABOT Painting Academy
The purpose of our painting academy is to help the individual artist improve their skills through a high quality, instructional environment.
•
•
•

We can provide you our own brand of teaching.
We can also coordinate for other artists to help provide that instruction. The artists we reach out to are top rated, award winning painters and
will provide first hand demonstrations. They will provide close oversight/supervision in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere.
We can provide one-on-one instruction or group instruction. The duration is very negotiable, but, we feel that a minimum of 20 hours of
instruction is required.

The teaching format can be in line with a basic template of working a figure from planning, to clean up and then to its basic components such as
faces and fabrics. We can also create a more tailored format for you. For example; you may want to improve your weathered metallic effects, or, you
may want to try using oils in your flesh tones.
Our academy is a full service organization. We will come to you and coordinate for the venue, we will provide all the required equipment/figure. The
student need only bring their favorite brushes and all the artistic inspiration they can muster!
Send us a message and let’s discuss how we can help you or your group improve your experience!

